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The secretariat of the Cconcraic Camission for Africa initiated, in 1973, a

rroi/rarme for the development of the building materials and construction industries

in Africa. The primary objective of the prcgrannie is to assist the Africa;!'countries

to achieve an increasing decree of self-sufficiency in these industries speedily.

One of the -^ajor activities of the regional rro.Tar.ime concerns seeking v;ays and "leans
of encouraging tho practical sharing of experiences in the production and utilization of
essential buildim- materials between African specialists and their counterparts fra-

develo-in-7 countries of other regions. It v/as in this connexion that in 1931 EGA ■ -

• organized, ir. collaboration with tre novenvnent of India, tv,:o training ?>ro£rames "^or
African experts on the building naterials and construction industries flrai-jn frin

-.\ sixteen countries.

This doon.ent cont.^fns the findings cf the training pro^rannes, vvach included

study tours, m-plant training and a.technical v.ror;-s-:.op, and also discusses trie-relevance

of Indian experiences in the field' of building materials wA construction to the situation

in -African countries. The document is bein^'published Ky rX"A vith the or-rnary 'objective

cf inforriinr the ■governments of nenl-er States of the Cmpission about the v>ropress t?>at

India has ?aade in solving scrie of the rcajor riroblems faced by the huildinr r-aterials anO.
construction industries in that country. It isthe-riove-of "CA that governments T'/r-.ild

draw valuable lessons fron those experiences in,:.danninr. suitable -rcgranmes and.

"projects tiiat v;ill proriote tlie achievement of self-sufficiency in the tuildinp materials

and construction industries, botl\ at the national and regional levels.

T.-.e secretariat of LCA wishes to express its" appreciation to tlie Government of

India for its financial and technical support vfoich made it possible to organize the
training nro^ran:"es in Iivlia for the African experts.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Indian organizations

C3*U Central ttuilding Research Institute

CRI Cerent research Institute of India

CPWD Central Public "'orks Department/!

CSIP. Council of Scientific and Industrial Research

DBA Delia Development Authority

FRI ' Forest Research Institute

HPL Hindustan Prefab Limited

HUDCO Housing and Urban Development Corporation

IPIRI Indian Plywood Industries Researcli Institute.

KVIC Khadi and Village Industries'Commission

MBCC .- National Buildings Construction Corporation

HBO National Buildings Organization /

fPDC National Hesearc."'. Development Corporation

SERC Structural Engineering Research Centre

International organizations

11NECA United Nations Economic Ccr^ission for Africa

OAU Organization of African Unity

UTTCHS United Nations Centre for Fuman Settlements

IOTP United Nations Development Programme

LTJEF United Nations Environment Prograrroe

UHIW United Nations Industrial Development Organization
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The Governments of the States members, of .the United Nations Economic Cornmission
tor Africa have for Ion? been concerned about the. Mgh cost-of construction in their
countries v/iu.ch, in part, has. had a negative iroact on their ability to implement
Dlanned programmes for the construction of civil engineering structures, administrative
.buildings, housing schemes, schools, clinics, and other- social buildin.es. Convinced that
African countries have the potential to minimize the rising cost of con-traction* and
control its rate of growth through a move concerted and rational use of indigenous human
and natural resources, various meetings and conferences of ECA organs have, in the'past
adopted many resolutions and recommendations on the need for improvement in the
construction and building materials industries sector and urged the secretariat of ■■

- JF*-*0 1?ltl^te a development program, in .collaboration with the appropriate United' ■
Nations boclies., with the aim of assisting African countries to achieve self-sufficiency
in the sector-by the year 2C00. This concern was reiterated by the Fxonomic Summit •■ -
ot the Leads, of State and Government of the member countries of the OAU held in Lacos-:
in April 1980. " " . .° -

r. , ., In accordance'vdth the above directives, ECA, in consultation vdth the United
igUons Industrial Development Organization (UjlIDO), the United Nations Environment .
Programme (UNEP) and the Organization of African Unity prepared an integrated

^M^eBt P"*1?^ for the building materials and con .traction industries sector,
which.began to be implemented in 1973. In the implementation of the programme, four
major areas which.,c- rrespond to priorities-identified.by the experts of African "
countries at meetings organized by ECA have been empliasized. Th.ese areas are:

government policies and organizational support; production of building materials and
the development of related rah'materials and other inputs; research and technology
development including information services; and construction services development and
management. ...

^ Attention has also been directed at the benefits that could be derived from TCDC 1/
^lYQ1?* -^tfc respect to the eniiancement of. the achievement of the desired ?oal of ~
self-sufficiency in the building materials, and construction industries secto/as early
as possible. .Thus efforts have been marie-to encourage the practical sharing; of
experience between African experts and their.-;counterparts'fron developing countries of
other regions in the production of essentialy^ilding materials and their utilization
in construction, as well as the general promotion of the development of the sector.
It is worth noting in this context that some developing countries in other regions that
have.experienced difficulties similar to those,,Seine; faced by. African countries in this
sector have succedde.4, in adopting new policies and innovative strategies for the
decentralization and diversification of building materials production, organization and
development of inexpensive technologies and the rational use of manpov«r.° This is true,
for example, of the design, establishment and operation of large, medium and small-
scale building materials units tailored to the needs in particular local situations

1/ TCDC: Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries
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It is also true of the various institutional machineries set up to organize the

required activities in a co-ordinated manner.

'Within the framework of the above considerations, BCA, in collaboration with

the Government of India, organized a study tour followed by a technical workshop in

India for a team of 12 African experts on the building materials and construction

industries drawn from Burundi, Congo, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar, Nigeria,1

Sudan, Tunisia, the United Republic of Cameroon and the United Republic of Tanzania,

during the period 30 April to 15 June 1931. The purpose of the programme was to

provide an opportunity for the experts, v'ho were mainly high-level" technicians'-from

the ministries of planning, industry,'v/orks, housing, and also from research and

promotional organizations, to acquire a first-hand experience of, and to familiarize . ,

themselves with the progress that India had made in the building materials anfi

construction industries sector by making use of all kinds of resources available

locally. - The' programme was also desion^d to assist the experts in identifying specific.'

ways in which; African countries could take advantage of the experiences of India,

giving^due attention to'the specific nature of available resources and needs in' " '/

individual countries. ! J

An in-plant training programme v.Tas also organized from 21 October to 27 Wovember 1981

for a second, team of 6 African experts from Angola, Central African Republic, the Gambia,

the Ivory Coast, Togo and the United Republic of Tanzania who v/ere nainly technicians .
involved directly in the production of building materials and'with building construction

activities. The purpose of this activity was to. enable the experts to study, in detail,

specific aspects of the building industry in India and to gain additional experience

which could be aseful in promoting the adoption of prod.uction systems and technologies :^

that; are.appropriate to conditions in their countries.

L:.This document gives a synthesis of the findings of the study tour and workshop

as well as the in-plant training programme, based on the report of the workshop 2/ and

the experiences gained by the African experts who participated in the training programmes

as spelt out in the reports they submitted to ECA at the end of their programmes. Against

the background of the existing situation in many African countries regarding the building

materials and. construct ion industries and the efforts that are being made at both the

national and regional levels to bring about improvements, the document highlights the

progress that has been .made in India towards achieving self-sufficiency in various

aspects of the building industry. The relevance of the Indian experiences to the

situation in African countries is then discussed. ; —

■ ;The document also gives recommendations on actions that need to be taken at the

national and regional levels as a follov-up, to the above training programmes in order

that the full benefits of the programmes could be realized in the countries of the

African region. ■ -. - ,;

... . . ■ ■ ■ '■> i ■" ■

Finally,-,; the-document highlights the role of the Economic Commission'for Africa

and other United Nations organizations in promoting co-operation between African

countries and India in the field of building materials and construction.

This document is being published by ECA with the primary objective of informing

the Governments of member States of the Commission about some of the progress that

India has made in solving the problems facing the building materials and construction

industries in that cnjntry, with the hope that it will stimulate the Governments to

examine India's experiences more closely to determine their applicability to the countries

of the African region.

2/ Report on workshop on the development of the building materials and construction

industries in Africa based on Indian experiences, ST/ECA/HUS/3, October 1931.
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SUMMARY

achieved so -far by
y India in the field of building materials and

BPSi
backward areas has received emphasis in the past

Institutional support

co^ercial application of ^
of technology from researcn and develcpm and for

prohlems faced tv the industry.

Production of building materials

addition

S
received increasing attention.

India has a!so m-de advances in the development, locally, of ^

been

Research and technology develoment
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helped .greatly in enhancing their effectiveness. The building'materials ^anufacturing
industry itself also assists in the provision of financial resources for the development
of research capabilities in India. The Cement Research. Institute of India (CRI) at
Ballabgarh and the Indian Plywood Industries Research Institute (IPIRI) at Bangalore are.
examples of co-ooerative financing of research institutions by the Government, tf>e
industry and the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. .

The National Research Development Coloration (NRDC) ensures the .co-ordinated follow-
up of the research and develorciont vork carried out by national research institutes in
the field of science and tedinology, and helps to achieve the speedy application of newly
developed processes and techniques in pilot trials or commercial ventures. NRDC,. among
other activities, sets up demonstration projects, sometimes in collaboration with
financial institutions, service organizations, voluntary organization's and others

interested in;the promotion of ■ indigenous teclmologies. ..

The National Buildings Organization (NBO), which is under the Jtinistry of Works ;'" / ■
and Housing, deals with tlie specific problems of housing and related matters. It
ensures the transfer of tedinology and research findings from tlie research institutes
to the buildinp materials and construction sector with- a view to achieving cost
reduction in housing, and building. The activities undertaken- by NEO include erection
of demonstration houses, setting up of pilot/demonstration plants for building materials
production, organization of training courses, seminars, symposia, exhibitions and

film shows. - -

Construction services ■ .., ... .;

In the field of development and management of construction services, also, India has
made substantial progress. Almost all construction projects are undertaken.'by local,
construction companies both in the! public and private, sectors. The Central Public IVorks
Department (CPi*0), which is the Central Government department responsible for %he
implementation of all its construction projects, undertakes the planning, design and
engagement of contractors for the execution of such projects. .

The National Buildings Construction Corporation (NBCC) is entrusted with the
execution of public constructions. It supervises projects on belialf of clients,
provides consultancy services in manpower planning, quality control and.technical auditing
of construction works, and undertakes turn-key services including project planning,
design and implementation. It pIso promotes the strengthening of the capabilities of
indigenous construction companies.

The Housing and Urban Development Corporation (BJDCOj, a financing institution.set.
up by the Government of India, assists with finance for the execution of.some construction
projects For example," it grants loans to State Housing Boards for the construction of
housing estates. This helps not only in providing houses for various income earners,

but also provides opportunities for scne building contractors to increase their wealth
of experience in project execution. ' ■

Relevance, of Indian experiences to African countries .

India has achieved significant successes in containing the problems faced by the _
' building construction industry. This has been the result of various measures taken by
the Government pertaining to the different phases of the building process, from the
production of building materials through to the management of building construction

services. Appropriate support institutions have also been created.
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The philosophy upon wliich tlie building materials and construction industries

in India have been developed, that is, maximum dependence on, and utilization of locally

available resources*: ,iis ;akin to the philosophy of self-reliance embodied in the Lagos

Plan of Action,'.'.which is the blueprint for Africa's economic and social development

during the next twenty years. Besides, India shares many common characteristics with

the majority of countries;-in the African region. They are all.developing countries
striving to improve the existing economic and: social conditions with "limited financial,
resources; they have, in general, a large unskilled labour force and possess abundant raw

material resources that could be exploited for building materials production. The

experience gained by India could therefore provide a useful input into the efforts

of African,.Governments to achieve improvements in the building materials and con truction

industries.^ -. " - ; •■ -

The-application of the experiences of India in African countries should be

considered in the light of the specific conditiors prevailing in those countries to

ensure that maximum benefit is derived fron the technologies that are transferred to

the countries. For example, the labour intensive techniques that have been used

successfully in India to produce the bulk of such materials as burnt bricks, clay

roofing tiles and lime would have to be studied further to arrive at suitable labour-

capital ratios, since labour costs in the majority of African countries are higher than

those pertaining in India.

The promotional measures that have been adopted in India for : increasing the production

and use of indigenous building materials should all engage the attention of African

governments. These include, the establishment of pilot and demonstration projects,

provi ion of incentives to building materials producers tlirough the supply of

essential inputs (like coal), assistance in the mobilization of finance for setting

up building materials plants,, research and technological back-up services, organization'

of educational and training courses, formulation and application of appropriate

building materials standards, as well as building regulations, etc.

African Governments need to give renewed attention to the development of an

effective, locally-relevant research and development base. The co-ordination of

scientific and technological research at the national level, and the promotion of the

adoption of newly developed processes and techniques through institutions like the

Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, the National Research Development

Corporation and the National Buildings Organization of India should be accorded

priority. African Governments should also explore the possibilities of encouraging

the industrial sector itself to assist in financing research and development activities

and also in making use of the research findings.

Building and building materials research institutes in Africa should establish

channels of information exchange with their counterparts in India. This will assist

in determining which processes or techniques developed in India could be applied ■

directly and those that could be adopted with suitable modifications for application

in individual countries of.the African region.

Follow-up actions

The African experts who participated in the training programmes organized in India

in 1981 by the Economic Commission for Africa called upon the secretariat of the

Commission to take the necessary measures to ensure that the experiences gained by them

were disseminated widely in the African countries through the organization of

regional/subregional/national seminars and also through the publication of technical

documents. ECA was also called upon to organize similar training programmes in African

countries and also in countries outside the African region.
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Another practical'follow-up action which ECA was called upon by the African experts

to undertake is'.the establishment of pilot-cum-demonstration plants, in collaboration

with interested African countries, for the production of materials, for example, lime,"

lime-pozzolana, cement (on small-scale) and roofing, sheets fron agricultural wastes ^ ,'.
based on simple technologies developed in India. ' - .V,

The African Governments themselves should ensure that maximum use is made, at the

national level, of the opportunities for making greater use of indigenous resources for
improving the condition and performance of the building materials and construction sector

that have been brought into focus by the training programmes organized by ECA in India. -

They should, inter alia, seek avenues for establishing operational linkages with India

and other developing countries and international organizations with a view to developing

bilateral and multilateral technical co-operation in the field of building materials

and construction industries. .•■■•' _ •

IT-"'. ■"
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I. THE BUILDING .MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES IN AFRICA

1. Existing situation

The building materials and construction industries constitute an important factor
of national economic growth because of their linkages with a number of national social
and economic activities -. more specifically human settlements - and'their potential for
employment generation on a massive scale. Although these industries are of primary
importance to the development of Africa, their performance and growth/have not matched
the needs in the countries of the region.-

The building materials industry, in general, produces a limited'range of materials
at such a high price that the majority of the population is unable to afford them. It
nas not been able to meet all the needs of the construction industry and, in general,
suffers from the following constraints: dependence on imported raw materials.; use
of inappropriate technology: inability to improve and commercialize traditional building
materials; and low capacity utilization. 3/ The majority of the existing building materials
plants have obsolete machinery and equipment and face difficulties in obtaining spare

parts_to undertake t!ie necessary maintenance and-repairs. The concentration'of plants
in a few locations coupled with poor transportation networks sometimes Jeads to: acute
shortages of-essential building materials in some parts of the countries. At trie
subregional level, there is an unbalanced pattern of production and consumption. Intra-
African trade is so limited that even those commodities that African countries have
traditionally Exported, such as wood, do not get to other African nations.

•The construction industry which, next to agriculture is the most important sector
of economic activities in Africa, is affected by: heavy dependence on foreign
contractors; lack of skilled manpower; shortage of capital and equipment; irregular
supply of building materials; and use of inappropriate technologies. A basic drawback
wnicn prevails-1 also in the construction industry is the general lack of efficient
managers with capacity to plan and organize site operations. This situation exacerbates
the deficiencies regarding building materials, labour and equipment. Lack of
co-ordinated planning of construction programmes at the national level prevents any
realistic organization of the production and/or importation of essential1 building
materials which, in turn, affects the smooth execution of construction projects.

Construction-activities in most African countries, by concentrating in urban
centres, neglect the needs in the rural areas. The urban sector receives the main
attention of the authorities with the result that the improvement of building materials
and techniques as a means of upgrading the socio-economic conditions in the rural
areas is not given the required emphasis. '

The prevailing administrative procedures in most African countries also constitute
a bottleneck to the development of the local building materials industry. Many existing
building codes, for example, lay emphasis on the use""of cement and cement-based products
and prohibit the use of materials like alternative binders, burnt bricks, soil-cement,
secondary species of wood and others whose' utilization the countries are now taking
measures to promote.

57Building materials and construction industries development programme
E/CN.14/HUS/29, September 1978.
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2. Prospects for the development of the industries ■

African countries are not poor in natural resources which, when developed using
technologies appropriate to local conditions, v/ould help greatly to resolve the present

dilemma facing the construction industry on account of shortage of essential building
materials. . Even though the raw materials and other factor inputs are not evenly
distributed, in the various countries of the region, it is clear that within the
framework of the principle of collective self reliance which has been embraced by the
Governments, the problems of the buil'ding materials industry could be solved through a
unified approach covering not only national potentials but the options open at the
subregional level to groups of countries prepared to undertake joint actions on specific
aspects of development.

Since geological prospecting, and mineral research have in the past emphasized
Knowledge of"the materials highly prized on the international market,, the natural

resources required for the building materials industry are often poorly known; Various.

African countries possess large quantities of clay, limestone, dolomite, pozzolana,
gypsum, timber, other agricultural materials and wastes, industrial wastes, and other
raw materials but in some countries comprehensive information on the quantity, quality

and potential useage of the materials is not available. The generation of this vital

information is an important step in efforts aimed at increasing the lccal production

of building materials based on an optimum utilization of indigenous resources..

The absence of adequate energy resources constitutes, in some African countries,

a real bottleneck for the "development of local building materials production units.
Considerable benefit could however be derived from non-conventional energy sources such
as sawnill wastes, forest thinning, agricultural wastes and peat through well-conceived

research programmes. Solar energy is yet another energy source that could be exploited;

increasingly in the building materials industry. Its use for the controlled drying of.

sawn timber and clay products is very well developed in some countries outside the
African region. . ..

In the area of technology for building materials production, there are potentials

for the development and application: of technologies that take account of the available

manpower, level of skills development and financial resources. The adoption of

sophisticated imported technologies in the past has only led to uneconomical ventures
in many countries in the; African region. The need to rediscover, improve, teach and k

use traditional .production methods which have long been neglected is now of utmost'
importance. . ■ •

The dependence on foreign construction companies in the execution of construction .

projects in Africa has not only been expensive, in terms of the outflow of hard earned

foreign exchange, but has also led to a neglect of local entrepreneurs whose capabilities

could be developed for the benefit of the region. There is an emergence in some of the'

countries of medium and large sized construction companies capable of undertaking a wide

range of:projects. Possibilities exist for encouraging partnerships between such companies

to bid for large scale projects which are now mostly undertaken by foreign-owned, companies.

Programmes of assistance to indigenous contractors in the areas of finance, equipment and

machinery procurement, project organization and management implemented at the national

level would contribute significantly to an improvement of their performance.
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There is also scope for cost-reduction in construction through the adoption of

appropriate designs and techniques which would ensure the rational use of building

materials and construction skills.that are locally available. It is well known, for-

example, that up to about .40 per■cent of ordinary portland cement could be replaced

by a'suitable'pozzolana in mass 'concrete construction without affecting the final
strength'properties. .And this could, make'available cement tnat could be used in

constructions .where,its superiorstrength'properties are required. If programmes for .
the; increased'production of local materials are not matched by schemes for their

adoption in construction practice, the/search for the attainment of self sufficiency

in the construction sector will.be greatly hampered.

In brief then, there exists in the African countries great scope for overcoming

many of the current problems that confront the building .materials and construction ,-*-.. ■

industries, and limit : their effectiveness in meeting national and regional needs.

Development and promotional' support at the national, subregional and regional levels

is an essential prerequisite for the achievement of the required improvements in1 these

industries. - .. ■ . .

3. Priority areas for the development.of the industries

The .multi-faceted nature-of. the problems facing the building materials and construction

industries in Africa requires that any programme, ge'ared to their systematic solution

should be based on:clearly defined-priorities. Following detailed studies of the
existing; .situation, |in the industries by ECA, the recommendations of African experts ■

and.the,decisions ,of.the Conference of African Ministers of Industry and the Intergovern

mental Regional Committee on Human Settlements,.'.'four' priority areas were defined

to constitute the basis of national, subregional and regional efforts for the development

of the building materials and construction industries towards the achievement of self

sufficiency.,. The.priority areas are as follows:
i ■'■■■■' ■ i

• ■ ■ ■ !■ .

(i) Government policies and organizational support;

(ii). Production of building materials and development of related raw materials . . .

. '"and. other inputs; ...

(iii).. Research and technology development including information services; .;

(iv) Construction services and systems.

Government policies and organizational support . ., , .

To establish-and sustain any viable industry, it is necessary, firstly, for
Governments to.formulate a general policy concerning that industry. The formulation

by African governments'of policies that will-promote,-support and guide the building -

materials and construction industries is therefore necessary. Viable mechanisms, ■

including promotional institutions, for the implementation of. these policies should

be identified and set up. ■-.."■
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Production of building materials and development of related r.aw materials and

other inputs " : ' "

The construction of infrastructures such as roa4s, bridges, airports, harbours and

dams as well as tfie' erection of administrative, community and residential buildings
contribute immensely to the economic development of a country. As the construction

industry depends on the building materials industry, sustained shortages in building

materials restrict the" development and operation of the construction industry and

eventually the economic development of the country. An adequately developed building

materials industry is therefore' needed in each country to contribute to the economic

growth of the country. Die emphasis should be on the rational and optimum utilization of
the resources that are available locally, giving due regard to the ability of the country

to cope adequately with the technologies that are employed in the building materials
industry. ' , . ,

Research and technology development-including information, services

Establishment of research organizations and formulation of a research and

development programme, primarily, to identify the scientific, technological and economic

bases for the industry and also to monitor progress and cause innovations and savings to

be made are among the prerequisites for a viable indu try. Concerning information disse

mination, because of .the*! general limited financial resources in the region, coupled with

the similarities in, the problems for study which make the experiences of African countries
relevant to others, it is absolutely necessary to exchange information and documentation

on building research, particularly on building materials and construction. The relevance

of research and technological development including information dissemination to a dynamic

.and viable industry cannot be over emphasized. . . ■

Construction services and systems

Successful implementation of.construction, programmes requires efficient construction

services in addition to the provision of cheap local building materials. This is due

to the fact that possibilities of increasing construction costs abound through the

construction process. Costs will increase rapidly through delays, inefficiency and

poor mancgement. Unless the plannin- and execution of the construction programmes is

efficient and is backed by. an adequate financial machinery, all the advantages gained .

by the production of cheap building materials will be lost. It is essential therefore

to develop efficient construction services based on indigenous, entrepreneurs and to

introduce measures that will ensure their continued operations. It is also important

to deal with existing administrative bottlenecks in the form of outdated building codes

and regulations, which lijTiit the adoption of appropriate^construction techniques and

systems .■■■_■

The shortage of manpower.of all grades leads to severe problems in the planning

and implementation of construction programmes, as well as in the production of building,
materials and contributes significantly to the expenditure escalation of construction

cost and foreign exchange. There is therefore need for the introduction of institutional

facilities and rerjul^r scheme's for training skilled inanpover. Since this problem

persists in many countries, it is an area where joint activities could be undertaken.
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4' §gtM^rll7!i^r Governments 'and EGA towards the achievement o

"rto u -T^ Gove™flts ^ve in the recent past, considered the numerous problems that
the building materials and. construction .industries 'face and the partialities SI* ^
exist for their development through the optimum utilization of indigen^srelources
including raw internals, expertise and* skills. They have consequentlydra^ Se
attention .of the secretariat of the Economic Commission xor Africa ^ —*ious fora ■

^^^?^1**™*??** tht ld hl h
sion or Arica ^ —ious for

that' wonld hel? them t0 ^velop these industries
ofMt^rv fhTp??-' M?e sPeci£ically> ^e Conference of African .

^ of Industry,-the Follow-up Committee on Industrialization in Africa and
the Intergovernmental Regional Committee on Human Settlements have considered various
£l£riOrl I act}vitie? squired for developing th idti d d

g gonal Committee on Human Settlements have considered vario
™£l£riOr;l I act}vitie? squired for developing the industries and urged ECA to
prepare a detailed'development programme in collaboration with the concerned United
Nations agencies -

p

Nations agencies.

wpr?? Buildi?£ Materials and Construction Industries Development Programme formulated
t w*m ™S^llon mth miW> ™&S CHabitat). UNEP and OAU began to be implemented
in 1978 .under the financing of the United Nations Development Programme (UM)P) The
primary objective:-of this programme is to-stimulate and assist African countries in
trflZTJ^^!?6^-caPabiJities for self-sustaining -grov.th and achieving self-sufficiency
in.the building materials and construction "industries at the continental level in the
-shortest possible tune.- The short-term objectives of the programme are as follows:.

(i) To assist member States of the Commission in developing, improving and '
.strengthening their policies, strategies and operational:instruments so that

, tney can define, co-ordinate and implement their building materials and
construction industries?development programmes more effectively;

(ii) To drav; up guidelines for the establishment of new facilities for the
. •■ ., production of essential building materials based on criteria of appropriate

technology, self-sufficiency in basic raw materials, balanced plant size
matching the size of; local markets within reasonable transport distance,
efficiency of capacity utilization and quality standardization;

(iiiO To pranote the improvement of construction systems and services and pronote
-. their reronentation to local conditions and requirements, as well as cost- '

reduction; ■ ■ ■. ■

(iv) To^assist in building up and strengthening African building research and
( information capabilities as an instrument for modernizing existing and

traditional practices. . . ■■ '

The programme is expected to achieve tangible results of direct and substantial
benefit to African countries and the region as a whole; reduction in the present very
ragn expenditure of foreign currency to pay for" imported, building'materials and expertise:
increased-employment opportunities; and general social improvement and velfare resulting
fron cheap housing, community facilities and infrastructure in hiifin settlements, made
possible by lower costs of building materials and construction and more efficient use
or resources.
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In the implementation of the programme, ECA has sponsored field missions to-several

countries at the invitation of the Governments. The areas of assistance covered in the

missions have included appraisal of the raw materials situation, scope for utilizing

available raw materials for production of low-cost building materials,' improved technologies

for burnt bricks and stabilized soil production, scope for increasing cement production.

Missions have also been undertaken.■ in connection With specific projects of regional

or subregional character, for example, the.establishment'of joint "subregiona'l building
and building materials research centres and.^the rationalisation of building' codes and

regulations in the light of local needs. These field missions have led to recommendations

on, among others, priority projects for the 'indigenization of the building materials .

industries and. the setting up of .appropriate institutional mechanisms for' the promotion

of the industries. _ . -

The involvenent of African experts at various stages in the implementation of ECA's
development programe for the building materials and construction industries has "

provided a means of ensuring that the programme's emphasis in the selection, and r

ijiplementation of projects is in-conformity with the priority needs in the'countries.

Two experts pxour meetings were' organized in 1^78 and 1979 to review the progress., of . .

activities and, recommend measures for the successful implementation of the prograryime.' '

In 1980 ECA;organized-a meeting of the Directors of African Building and Building"" ; '.
Materials Research Institutes to identify priority research areas, modalities for enhancing

co-oneration among building research institutes in Africa, as well as between them.and"
similar institutes* outside the African region and recor^end appropriate follow-up actions

for the attention of African Governments.

:. .j-tThe organization:1 of a study tour cum workshop in India'in April/June 1981 for a

group of. African experts, and the-organization of an in-plant training course in

November 1981 in that same country for a second group of African experts underscored

ECA's desire to expose the experts to the measures adopted by, and. the progress achieved
in other developing countries outside the African region in the promotion,of a strong,

indigenous and self reliant building materials and construction industries sector in
order to.determine how these experiences could be adapted to suit the prevailing

conditions :in the African-countries. These activities which provide the basis of the
current report were undertaken in co-operation with the Government of India.

. Ch their part, African Governments have not only provided the services of their

experts, in the implementation of the building materials and construction industries

development programme, but have also undertaken measures at national and subregional
levels geared to the attainment of the goals of the priority areas for these industries

as identified by their, officials. Creation of new facilities, and strengthening of

existing, ones,i for the-production of building materials, review of institutional ,
mechanisms for the promotion of the industries and co-operation in preparations for 'the
establishment of subre°;ional research centres, are among the actions that the Governments

have .undertaken. ■ ■■".'■".

- The efforts of■ ECA and African Governments notwithstanding, there is still much
to be done in the region to bring about the complete ach.ievep.ent of the'goal of self-

sufficiency in. the building materials and-construction industries. ".'_;.
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II. T!-*E PCILDING INDUSTRY IN INDIA

This chapter deals with aspects of the building indu try in India based on the' "
findings of the study tour, works?'.op and in-plant training yrcgramne organized there
for experts from snne African countries by the Economic Commission for Africa. The

subject is discussed under the following four headings:

- government policies and organizational support;

-.production of building materials and components;

- research, technology development and information dissemination;

- development and management of construction services.

These areas are related to the four priority areas defined for the iirolementation of

programmes and projects a:u?.ed at the development of the building materials and

construction industries in- the African rep.ion.

The presentation in.this chapter is confined to a statement of the existing

situation in various aspects of the building industry in India. The assessment of the

relevance of the experiences ,?ained by India in this industry to the problems prevailing

in the countries of the African region is the subject of the next chapter.

1. Government policies and organizational support

The rational development of the building materials and construction industries

tovrards the achievement of self-reliance depends greatly cm the formulation of

clearly defined national policies an:' the adoption of adequate measures to ensure

their successful implementation. These measures include the establishment of the

requisite institutions for claiming the develoment of the industries, assisting the

setting up of production units, undertaking research and development activities, dissemi

nating information required by the building and construction sector, and also financing

programes in the sector.

The Government of India attaches considerable importance to science and technology

as a means for achieving self-reliance in the various facets of national economic
development. The erapliasis in t" is regard has been on the development and application

of small- to medium-scale, non-capital intensive technologies that.fit into the

prevailing socio-economic and technical conditions and respond to the Government's

policy for decentralization'and dispersal of industries into rural and backward areas.

It was to t'ds end that the Government set up the Council of Scientific and Industrial

Research (CSIR) under the office of the Prime r^Iinister. The CGI? does not only advise

the Government on scierce and technology policies but also participates in their

implementation through research and development programmes executed by the research

institutes which operate under its umbrella.

In the specific area of the development of the building materials industry,- the

three major research institutions functioning under the CSIR or in which CSIR is closely

involved are the Central Building Research Institute (Roorlree), the Central Glass and

Ceramic Research, Institute (Calcutta) and the Cement' Research Institute of India

(Ballabparh). Their work has led to the Government's active encouragement of the production

of building materials from locally available raw materials including agricultural and

industrial wastes. The support given by t'e Government to cement, lire, brick and tile"

production is reflected also in its high priority of allocation of suitable grades and
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Quantities of coal and railway facilities for conveyance of coal to the proouction and
demand ooints. Mother form, of incentive is through grants to research institutions
to carry out research for the industry and to establish nilot plants for demonstrating
the results of research to the public and promoting the commercial utilization of the

research viork.

The transfer of technology from research and development institutions to potential
users in the"building industry is nrcnoted by. institutions such as the National
Buildings Organization (r^O),' the National Research Deveiqjpient Corporation (NPDC) and .
the Khadi and Village Industries Comniission (KVIC). These and other similar organizations
assist entrepreneurs in the establishment of commercial plants of varying sizes based ".on
technologies developed locally and also provide advice, when necessary, on the applica
bility/of technologies developed abroad. The NBO, in particular, ;pronntesthe::adoption:
ofnev/ly^developed^building techniques in construction projects. .'., . " ;, *.,.■ :r...-\\t ■.

In the field of building construction, State organizations like t:.-.e Central Public

V/orVs Department (O^'D), the'National Buildings Construction Corporation (NP.CC) and
the Hindustan Prefab..Limited (HPL) undertake projects for the Central Government and
other public institutions. Autonomous Housing Boards "have been set up in each State
by the"' State governments to undertake the construction of houses for various income
groups. There'are also private construction companies 'that assist in the'execution

of construction projects.

Financing of building materials projects as well as housing construction programmes
very often poses a problem due to insufficiency, and this can lead to bottlenecks in
implementing the Government's declared policy to. improve the housing condition.^ of tne
population,°particularly those in t;..e low income group. The ^termination of tae
Government of India to avert such a situation led to the creation, m 1570, of t.-. e ■
Housing and Urban Development Corporation (YZJZCG). The nain objective of liUDCO is to .
finance1 and undertake."inter alia, housin- and urban development programmes, development
of new satellite' towns and setting up of building materials manufacturing plants. •
MJDCO accords higher priority to the financing-of projects v.ath a s-cronr social bias
and therefore gives special attention t projects which v;ould benefit the majority. ,.
of low income oeo-:le. I-KJDCC levies differential interest rates on loans granted
for housiiijr construction - the lower the income of the target group, the lower the
interest rate charged. PJDCO finances housing projects of the State,Housing .Boards. .

In the field of buildin^ materials industries development, »-?jnCO provides planning- ..-
and consulting services as well as financing to State ^overrments, semi-government

bodies, public sector "organizations and private enterprises. The main source-of ;■ ;
incorae-for nJDCO is'loans granted by the central ^ovemrent/ conmercial bantcs and-. .;

life insurance canpanies. .,:'■:■ ■ :

The Government of India has also supported the. development of. the building materials
an-1 construction industries by. promoting the formation of. associations for building
materials manufacturers. Examples of these are the All India Brick and Tile
Manufacturers Federation, the Lime Manufacturers Association of India and the Cement
Manufacturers Association. The associations provide the mrnufacturers an organized tprun
for serving the industry and the needs of their members on matters relating to tneir
activities^ government's policies, allocation of suitable grades and quantities of
coal and railway v/agans, allocation of foreign exchange for-imoort of machinery,

taxation matters, etc. '. .
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The setting up of appropriate institutions by the Government of India to take care
of the multi-faceted needs of. the building materials and construction industries has

been an important factor underlying the successes that have so far been achieved.
While it is true that some problems do still exist, it is equally true, that the
institutional infrastructure that has so far been created provides a sound basis for the
self-sustaining growth of the industry and future progress.

2. Production of buildinp materials and components

Building material-; represent a major cost item in construction and as such, their
production from local raw materials using local technologies constitutes an important
element in the process of developing a self-reliant construction industry. In India,
as in Africa, portland cement is a very popular building material. The advent of cement,
with its superior binding properties, early strength development, easy availability
in standard form and ready to use condition, led to a decline in the use-of lijne
from the beginning of the 20th century. In recent times, however, the production of
cement has not kept pace with the increased demand and this has created bottlenecks
in the implementation of some construction programmes. In spite of the fact that the
technology, raw r.^srials, .plant and machinery are locally available in India,
the production of cement falls'short of the annual demand by about 4.5 million tonnes. _
Heavy investments and long gestation periods have been cited as the najor" constraints in
the expansion of the cement industry to meet the required demand.

In order tf> minimize the bottlenecks created by the deficit in cement, India lias

successfully promoted the production and use of other building materials like clay
bricks and tiles, lime, pozzolana as well as materials based on industrial and agricul
tural wastes. The development of the use of secondary species of timber has also
received priority attention. Some of the achievements of India in tlds field are

briefly outlined below.

Burnt clay brides ■•■

The burnt clay brick is the most popular walling material in India and it has been
used in construction, f.c:: many centuries. In the urban areas, buildings of up to four
storeys have been erected in single leaf brick construction. Brick panel systems have
also been developed for flooring and roofing purposes. In the rural areas, bricks
are used for walling v/ith thatch ex local tiles for rcofinr.

Over 40 billion bricks are produced annually in India by the hand moulding method
in 10,000 to 15,COO 3«iall units spread throughout the country. The dicing and processing
of clay, moulding and fir:ng operations are carried out manually. One third of the brick
production is in rural areas by clamp kilns using wood, cinder and whatever agricultural

wastes are locally available. The quality of bricks produced in clamps is poor but these
bricks possess sufficient strength for construction of single storeyed houses. In the
urban areas the bricks are burnt in semi-permanent kilns known as bull trench kilns
using coal as fuel. The capacity of plants using bull trench kilns varies from two to

five°million bricks per year, employing a labour force of 100 - 150. The investment
cost is about US$ O.i million ner 10 million-bricks.
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■•■-"■ Mechanized'Irick plants are confined, to,sa?_e.major, cities. There are at present idnn
plants with a total capacity of 200 million brides:per year. In these plants, the
excavation., :■ crushing "and mixing of .clay and process of manufacture are mechanized.
After mixing "the clay, it is massed through an extrusion machine and the extruded brie):
column is cut into size using an automatic brick cutter. The bricks are then dried
in an artificial dryer and burnt in a Hoffman kiln. . The-cost of production in tthe
mechanized plants is .almost double that in the labour intensive production units'.
Bricks produced in the mechanized plants are therefore not able, to conpete on cost

with hand-made brides even though the former possess superior strength properties

and .-have more uniform shapes.. . :- ■ .

. ■ In order to improve the quality of hand moulded.bricks, the National Buildings ;
■'Organization (NBO) and the Central Building Research Institute, Eoorkee, (CBPJ), have '
introduced senirmedianized-processes'.usinp simple moulding machines. NDO has-set. up a-'

demonstration^cum-production unit at .Chandigarh where a soft-nuid bricks moulding' .. ^
machine-has been installed, together^with ?. traditional bull trench, kiln. The bricks ■;'
produced are better in quality and have" twice'..the-strength of local bricks. This- '
improvement is" adiieved with'a cost increase of ys$ 1.00 per thousand bricks. . In - '
the process developed byCBRI, the clay is fed manually into the extrusion machine "-
through a conveyer belt-. The.extruded bricks are carried on trolleys to the drying -.'
sheds'.'--The. bricks are then fired in a.high drought ]dln. . . ".. . .. ' /

The investment and labour requirements for various types 'of brick production -

units are::given>.in .Annex.IT./" ■ , .- ■ . ...

■'■■■ : .Cement, production i" small, scale •.*'■• . ■.- . -.■■;'; -, •

Hie total production,of Portland' cement in India in 1981 was about 18 million'tonnes.
Almost all this quantity'of cement was produced in conventional large scale plants of
capacity 600 tonnes per'day or more. The Government of India has recognized that the
large cement plants are not the answer to the diversity of the situations. The need
for developing and establishing mini-cement plants (less than 20C tonnes per day
capacity)' in India arose because of,- isolated.pockets of demand diaracterized by.
difficult terrain nofconducive to.the establishment.of large-scale plants, small r
size limestone deposits dispersed at various-locations and practical requirements for-
decentralization. Mini-cement plants are also.ideal to match the. limited availability
of peer, water and other inputs. ' Above all,-.the xini-cement plants, in meeting tne;

demands of a local captive market, reduce the strain ,on national transportation

:infrastructure-, m.ake possible tlje participation of local, smaller enterpreneurs and

; "belp^to uplift the local economy. . '. ■ . ' .:.-.;

'■The choice of■technology for the production of cement on a small scale would-have
to be based on techno-econartic .considerations. The vertical shaft kiln (VGJQ technology

which'1 has been adopted in India; offers.a number of advantages over the small rotary .
kiln '(SRX) • technology. The VSK plants car.be set up in very .snail sizes, as low as
3.0.tonnes per day, whereas for SRK plants, the smallest technically.feasible size is-
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Lime

Lime, like.brick, has three levels of technology for its production, namely,
labour-intensive, semi-mechanized and fully mechanized technologies. India has all, .
the three, levels of technology for producing lime as evident in several states. - =■•,..■.
In some places, for example, New Delhi, Dehradun and Satna, there is a historic
concentration of lijne plants.

Special mention should be made about the widely prevalent practice of production .

of line in cottage scale units in India by traditional methods of burning limestone in
country kilns using as fuel, cow-dung calces, cinder, wood or any agricultural waste

available locally. In this way, local self-sufficiency is being achieved. However, the
lime produced by this method is of varying quality because of inadequate control of the
burning process. The Khadi and Village Industries Commission (JCVIC) promotes these
small industries by providing advisory services, financial assistance, improved,
technologies, as well as training. More than half a million tonnes of limp are produced

annually by the cottage scale units and are used in the rural areas for agriculture
and housing construction.

In the small and medium scale sector, there are about 300 lame kilns of capacities
ranging fran.10 to 50 tonnes per day. The total production from these units, amounting to

about 1.5 million tonnes a year, constitutes the main supply of lime to. the building
industry. Cylindrical vertical shaft kilns, usually with refractory brick lining, are
used. Lim-stone crushed to size is mixed with coal in a ratio, of about 75 per cent,
to 25 per cent and fed into the I;iln from the tap .either mechanically or manually. The

burnt limestone isi discharged through three gates at the bottom of the kiln. Well :
burnt limestone is.obtained around 72 hours after cemmencement of the firing operation... r.-:
The process is continuous whereby as burnt limestone is discharged from the bottom,
raw limestone mixed with coal twice the amount discharged, is fed in from the top. ...

Some of the small and medium sized units liave installed mechanical hydrators which
help to produce hydrated lime of good and uniform quality. Hydrators designed by the

Central Euilding Research Institute at Roorkee have been installed at a number of plants.

There are also a fev: large scale sophisticated plants v/itlt capacities of about. 150.
tonnes per day. These plants are owned by companies in the Chemical industry who consume

the output from the plants. The lime produced is therefore not available to the .. .
building industry.. ■ .

Investment costs of lime plants with capacities ranging from one tonne' per day .to
50 tonnes per day are given in Annex IV. The investment cost per annual tonne is

about 12.5 US dollars for a one tonne per day plant and 55 US dollars for a 50 tonne

per day plant with a mechanical hydrator. . ' .

Pozzolana. : ■

Pozzolana is a material which, while having no cementitious value in itself will,;.
in finely divided form and in the presence of moisture, react chemically with calcium

hydroxide to form compounds with cementitious properties. Pozzolanas can therefore be
mixed with portland cement or clinker to produce portland pozzolana cement or mixed with

lime to produce lime-pozzolana.
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In India, two types of pozzolana are in common use, flyash and surkhi (burnt clay).
In more recent times,"the development;of rice husk ash as a pozzolana has also assumed
increasing importance. About 8 million -tonnes of flyash is available per annum from
42 thermal power stations which use pulverized coal in their boilers. The flyash is
however used on a limited scale as a partial replacement of cement to produce pozzolana
cement, and in lime-pozzolana mixtures; By far the most popular pozzolana is surkhi which
has been in use for*hundreds of years. The Taj Mahal in Agra, for example, was built
using a lime-surkhi mortar.

The surkhi commonly in use is obtained by grinding burnt brick bats' but- the
: pozzolana obtained has generally poor pozzolanic activity. A number of processes have
been developed for the calcination, of certain-types of clay to yield good quality „
pozzolana. These include processes using downdraught, vertical shaft and rotary kilns.
Another process, developed'by the National -Buildings Organization in collaboration with
the Sriram Institute for Industrial Research; New Delhi, is the fluidized bed technique.
Plants utilizing this process, with a capacity of 15 tonnes per day of clay, pozzolana,
are commercially available in India at an investment cost of about, US$ 75,000. . .,. f

In order to make available a binder material in a readily.useable form,,lime
pozzolana mixtures made, by intergrinding lime and clay pozzolana with a small percentage

of gypsum to, improve early strength characteristics1/ and conforming to published national
standards, have-been developed and are being marketed. This material has been found to

be popular with private house builders; , ■ .

Another pozzolana material v/hich.is becoming increasingly popular in India is the
ash obtained from the burning of rice husk. India is the largest producer of rice in
the world with a total annual production of about 75;million tonnes of paddy which
yields nearly 15 million, tonnes of-rice husk waste from the paddy hulling plants.

The bulk of the husk is disposed of by burning it or is used a low-grade fuel'in
the countryside and also £or raising low-pressure-, steam for parboiling of paddy. A very
small amount is used for making fibre boards, detergents, bricks and as packing material.

. The Cement Research Institute of India has developed a.'.simple technology for the
production of a cementitious binder through the intergrinding of lime with the ash obtained
,'fran the controlled burning of rice husk in an incinerator., Tins binder material is

known as rice husk'ash masonry cement (RIIAM cement). . .

A 5 tonne per day PHAM cement plant based on the CRI technology'has been in
operation successfully at Nilokheri; 140 km from New Delhi and located in a rice
.-growing-area, since March 1981. " The African experts who participated in the.in-plant
training oraanized by ECA in India (October/November 1981) had the opportunity to visit

■■ ■ this plant. The main ■components of the plant are a battery of incinerators for burning
the rice husk to ash, a kiln for producing lime from limestone, and a ball mill, for
intergrinding the rice husk ash and lime to produce RKAM cement. The.total investment
in the plant *v.»as approximately 130 Indian rupees per annual tonne (about US$ 15.00 at
the time). The selling price of RHAM cement in,November 1981 was US$ 73.5 per tonne ,
compared with US$82.3 per tonne for ordinary Portland cement.
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Rice husk ash masonry cement lias been found suitable for some construction

activities, particularly in the rural areas - housing and other building construction

(for making blocks, as mortar and for plastering), canal linings, grain storage bins,

specialized applications for making acid-resistant concrete needed1for food and

fertilizer industries where conventional pcrtland cement cannot be used, etc. RHAM '

cement is however not recommended, at this time, for use in reinforced concrete

constructions. ■

Timber and allied products

Wood and wood based products are used extensively in' building construction in India

in both the urban and rural areas. The consumption of timber in the construction industry

alone in India :is estimated to be 3 million cubic metres per year. However, present

projected demand.and supply estimates indicate that there would be an acute shortage

of good timber of upto 50 per cent by 1985. This challenge is being met though the *

application of modern techniques in wood science and technology for the proper

management of forests and the development of wood products. It-is estimated, for

instance, that the adoption of modern timber techniques by exploiting the lar£e number

of lesser known or secondary species of timber would result in saving in timber

consumption to the tune of 50 per cent.. The results of studies undertaken, by the

Forestry Research Institute, Dehradun, on these species of timber have helped to

avert a situation in which acute scarcity and rising costs were beginning to oust timber

as a constructional material despite its established reputation^ Various methods of

joining timber components using nails, bolts, timber and bamboo pins, ring connectors,

glue and timber disc dowels have been successfully developed for use by industry.

Other developments have included glue laminated construction and large span timber'

trusses. Other conservation measures adopted to avoid wastage of timber resources

include the seasoning of timber," wood preservation and conversion of wood waste into1

useful building materials,

. As a result of various actions taken by the Government of India, including

familiarazing m^jor construction ccmnanies, engineers and architects with the benefits

of using processed and treated wood through seminars and symposia; setting up treatment

plants for secondary species of timber; constructing demonstration houses in forest

zones; and modifying the schedule of rates of the Central Public -Works Department,

State Public Works' Departments and State Housing Boards to include the use of treated

timber, some progress has been achieved in encouraging the use of the secondary wood

species in construction.

Samboo and some types of grass with short production.cycles are now being

seriously developed as building materials for walling as well as roofing. For example,

bamboo pressed boards Iiave been developed and used successfully for roofing. The

technology for the use of bamboo as a reinforcing material in lieu of steel in reinforced

concrete construction is very well developed and is beinfl promoted for use in low cost

housing projects.. . ■ .

Use of industrial and agricultural wastes

The processing and utilization of industrial and agricultural wastes for the

development of building materials is being <?iven top priority in the projn*ammes of

building research institutions in India. This is'important both from the.point of view

of achieving maximum disposal of the wastes and conservation of conventional and scarce
resources and materials. Sane of the achievements by the research institutes are
mentioned below.
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Studies have shown that granulated blast furnace slap (containing a high percentage

of manganese oxide) and phosphogypsum "(a waste material from fertilizer plants) could be

uceful inexpensive raw materials for the manufacture of slag cements and building

plaster and plaster boards. Slag and waste liirie sludge from sugar, paper and carbide-

acetylene gas plants can be used for making masonry cements. The burning of dry mixtures

of line sludges and rice husk produces a low cost cementing material. Red mud waste

from aluminium industries, water works silts and slate wastes have been found useful

for making good quality bricks and lightweight aggregates.

Extensive researches on the utilization of fly-ash from thermal power stations

which use pulverized coal as fuel in their boilers have led to recommendation of

its use as a partial replacement of portland cement in in-situ concrete, in mortars

and plasters, and in making sintered'lightweight aggregate. Several mining wastes

such as those from the beneficiation of iron, zinc, copper and gold ores have been

found suitable for waking sand-line brides, cellular concrete or lime stabilized

bricks.

industrial wastes such as rice husk, coir fibres, coconut husk and pith, rice

straw and groundnut husk have been used in developing cement-bonded wall', boards and

corrugated roofing sheets.

Although there is a great potential in India for the manufacture of building

materials 'frcm industrial, mineral and agricultural wastes, it appears only a few

processes out of the large number investigated have been translated into industrial

production. The reasons for this are varied. For example, even though the .Central :

Building Research Institute at Roorkee has done significant studies on the production

of sand-lime bricks, commercial production and large-scale use of these bricks in

India is not possible at this stage because of the availability of cheaper burnt clay •""■'

bricks'. ■"■' ■ ■ ■'-' ''r>

Roofing materials . ■■■'■

Clay tiles

Clay tiles constitute the major roofing material besides asbestos cement sheets

and galvanized iron sheets^ There are about 600 units producing over 600 million

roofing tiles of the^Mangalore pattern annually. At village level, the tiles are

moulded by hand and fired in simple kilns-using firewood and dried cow-dunp as fuel.

On a commercial scale however, a semi-mechanized process is usually employed. The

clays are1 stored in heaps after excavation and left to weather for at least six months

before beinp used. The machines generally used are a box feeder for proportioning the

clays if more than one clay type is being used, high speed rollers for grinding the clays,

a double-shaft-mixer, a de-airing pugmill for extruding clay bats and semi-automatic

presses for pressing the bats into tiles. Drying of the pressed tiles is carried out

partly in the shade in natural dryers using fans and partly-in artificial dryers. The

tiles are fired in Hoffman type kilns using firewood,- coal or oil. Firewood is the

most commonly used fuel. Cashew nut shells are also used as fuel in some plants.

Corrugated asphaltic roofing sheets '

Corrugated roofing sheets are bein# manufactured in" India from asphalt and paper -::1

felt, as a substitute for galvanized iron and asbestos cement sheets. The process of ■

manufacture consists essentially of reducing the basic raw materials - waste paper, '-■ ■■

rags and other cellular fibres - to a wet pulp of the required finess in hammer mills
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and then forming the pulp into sheets in felt or board forming machines. .The resulting
cardboards are .sun-dried, cut to size arid corrugated in a press. The corrugated sheets

are dipped in a hot asphaltic bath for "about-50 minutes, air cured and finally coated • ■•

with:.aft aluminium paint. , ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■. "'•' ■

The corrugated asphaltic sheet is claimed to be about.30 per cent cheaper than

any of the other roofing materials available in India. ■ In terms of strength, resistance

to water, heat and fire, it gives satisfactory performance. It is recommended for use

in place of thatched roofing particularly in areas where the tenTperature does.not

exceed 40°C. The application of this ;?roi1uct in building construction has so far been"
limited.to poultry and cattle:sheds and temporary shelter. Its major deficiency.is

softening and sagging when exposed to high-.temperatures. The investment for a plant

of capacity 10,000-sheets per day was estimated to be about 2 million US dollars in

1981. . * . ■ ,

Other building materials

Cellular concrete ; '=■ . . .

Cellular concrete is a lightweight material manufactured fron sand/fly ash, lime/

cement and gypsum. It is used in making blocks, brides,, flooring and roofing elements

for building construction with considerable saving in steel and cement. . I(ts- light> ■ ■ • ■

weight permits large sizes of blocks and panel elements to be handled and this results

in savings-:in labour, .mortar and construction time. ■■ ...

The'process :of manufacture of cellular concrete involves .mixing a fine sand slurry-

(or fly..ash;slurry) and a binder mix (finely ground mixture of sand or flyash, lime

or cement, gypsum if lime is used) throughly and adding emulsified aluminium powder. .
The aluninium"powder reacts chemically with lime to liberate hydrogen gas which leads

to an increase in the volume of the setting mass, malting it lightweight. After cutting

into the desired shapes and sizes, the products are autoclaved under saturated steam

pressure to attain the required strength properties.

The Tamilnadu Housing Board in Madras has set up a cellular concrete plant and is

using cellular concrete Mocks'instead.'*>£ clay .bricks for walling in its building..;. - ,,
construction projrranme for'various,income groups and reported 50 perftcent savings in.

mortar requirements. The Board-has-also used cellular concrete blocks as composite ■
slabs with ordinary concrete.;.and nominal steel reinforcement for roofing. Savings of

up to-50 per cent in steel,-20,per cent in cement, up to 70 per cent in wood shuttering:.,
and up to. 80 per cent in water useage have been achieved in this regard.

Latoblocks . . . . • ■

•Lateritic soils:which are,abundant in many areas of India have been used to -

manufacture good quality building blocks.. .The soil is mixed with a small percentage.- : <.-,

of lime and then moulded in a block press. Two types of press developed by the -.
Structural Engineering Research Centre, Madras (which is an organization set up by

CSIR) are in use: a low-cost labour intensive machine with-a production capacity

of 1 500 bricks a day and a semi-automatic machine' of 6 000'brides a day capacity.

Latoblocks offer ,a number of advantages including low v/ater absorption, dimensional

stability, good .-plaster-ability, weather resistance and low energy•,consumption > ■■: ■ .

since firing is.not ■ required in the--production of the blocks. .. ■
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Stoneware ^pipes'' ".i-A.;' ' ■■.!■. ": ' '-■ ■' '

Stnne^/are pipes are:used.in India exclusively in all gravity drainage Works of un
™^a*et™' The-pipes, offer the advantage" of longer life stS^d less cost P

conerete.andvother-pi^s. Stoneware pipes haVe been knoW to te in Se for
without ^damage. .The African .exerts in the.studfSr °rnup ha ?
0/181? 1MyS°re Ston^re PiP^s> a P^^ate factory in Bangalore^h

methods are used in manufacturing such pipes. s*««e,

n«^Jh! ?'rocessuof manufacture involves the manuarb'leiffing of the variety of clays
afte^^nS™ fi ^quxred plasticity and moulding the pipes in an extrusion Sne
after grinding and mixing the clay."with a pfeietermined amount, of water. The products
are then air-dried and burnt■■ in dowidraught kilns. Coal or oil are the major pr<XlUCtS
su^clss^firing operation; firewood Has also been used in some cases with

3- Research; .tedmolopy develoj^ent arid information dissemination ; * .'

Economy in the cost of construction and consumption of scarce resources is'a ""
matter ot great importance in national development strategies. Research and

^Sf•Ul'the.tOta- bu^? P^ess plays a significant role'in the achievement
fn* 5Sy; m?nst™t™- ,Ina^ has long recbgnizea the importance of such! research
mtf SZLfWftke bUll-S and hOUSi*g S6ctor md has Placed>re.at'emphasison the establishment of-research institutions. Research institutes such as the Cement

St^UtC(CRV N Dlli th' G ^ fTh NeW Dellli' th^ Gentr^ BuildinS Rese^rf- mstitute( CrafT
vZZ«?l Engineering Researdi Centre'.(SERC) at Roorkeeand Madras, the

Institute'fmRTfi"11'? ^k.J*i™h?*>* the ^ian Plywod Industries Research -.
institute CIPIRI), Bangalore, which the African experts had opportunity' to visit and '
other research institutes provide vital support tcf the building industry

that th^fif"**? ^imany dff1°I'inS co-ontries relates to the'inability .to ensure ■
rZl i 1S buildln2 and building materials research are. transited into . ,
commercial production activities as well as arcMtectural and engineering practice '
Stinn^ i1SiSent °n the.Nati°nal Research Development: Corporation CNRBC) 'and the ' '
National Buildings 0rganization((N30) have helped greatly in. addressing this
problem in India. •_.. ■ ■' _-.. . ■' " • ■-. ••.'. : ■" v'.

Organization of research and development activities ''■ . ■ ' '

Scientific and technological research Hi the public sector in India is carried
^t!^7 the ™brella of the-Council of Scientific and Industrial Research '
(CSIR) by many research institutes. The Council c6-ordiifttes and 'supervises the activities
wK 1reSeaTChlnStluUteS *"* ^^^ the Government on national- scientific and ! ".
iT^Zt^T^"y ^ P^^ies; The operations of CSIR; are funded directly

,^- ^? ty?6S °fJesearch institute operate under the aegis of CSIR - those that are
administered and financed wholly by the Council, such as CBU, SERC and FRI and those
adninxstered and financed jointly by, the Council, and the,industryfsu^ as rafl?

„, J^t ,S e? m the various states of India also undertake a lot of scientific
and technological research. The location of some CSIR institutes near the causes
universities, like CBRI and SERC in Roorkee, has helped greatly in it^^
in researdi and pronoting the sharing of facilities and IxperienS

of
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The direct involvement of the Industry in building and building materials research

has had beneficial effects. The research programmes of the concerned institutes are

formulated in consultation with the .industry. The institutes receive a continuous feed

back from the industry based on production trials of the processes developed by the
institutes. The problems and projects taken up by the industry-sponsored research

institutes therefore remain practical and while serving the interests of the industry,

often have a significant bearing on problems.of national importance, for example,

mass housing. " " . ■

Financing of research and development activities

Research in any field of human endeavour is an expensive venture and yet without
adequate funding for research programmes, the expected results nay not be fully

realized. As already mentioned above, the Council of Scientific and Industrial

Research is financed by the Government of India through an allocation in the national

budget. The recognition by the Government that science and technology lias an

important role in bringing .about a self-reliant and self-sustaining development process

has been crucial in ensuring the Government's continuing support to the activities.of

the national scientific .research institutions. . . . - ■•

. The. building materials manufacturing industry,has also played a.leading role

in the provision of financial resources for the development of.-research capabilities .

in India. The Cement Research Institute of India at Eallabgarh and the Indian
Plywood Industries Research .Institute (IPIRI) at Bangalore are examples of co-operative

financing of research institutions by the Government, the industry and the CSIR.

In both cases, the contribution by the industry is realized through a cess levied

on plywood/cement manufactured in the country. During the.first 15 years of its'

existence (1962-1977),..the total expenditure of IPIRI was 17.8 million rupees.(about .

US$ l.fi million). Out/of this, the contribution by the plywood industry was ■ • <

9.5 million rupees. Grants from CSIR during the 15-year period totalled 7.9 million

rupees. 5/ The Cement Research Institute (CRI) is financed primarily from funds

obtained by imposition of a tax of 0.5 rupee on every tonne of portland cement

produced in India. At current production levels the amount realized from this

source is nearly 10 million rupees (about US$ 1 million) per annum. . ■ - ■

Application of research findings and information dissemination

The National Research Development Corporation (NRDC) was established about 30. years-

ago to ensure the proper and co-ordinated follow-up of the research and development work

carried out by national research institutes in the field of science and technology and

to bring about speedier application of newly developed processes and techniques in pilot

plant trials or commercial ventures, NRDC is the custodian of all such processes and

techniques including.patents taken by the research scientists and is-authorized to

grant licences to interested'entrepreneurs to utilize- then in commercial ventures. NRDC

may therefore be described as the link between scientific research and its utilization

in India.

5/ "IPIRI completes fifteen years of service to the industry". Booklet issued

by IPlkl, Bangalore in 1977.
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An important aspect of the work of NRDC is the setting up of demonstration projects
based on newly developed technologies as a means of encouraging the wider adoption of
such technologies. Some of the activities are undertaken in collaboration with financial
institutions, service organizations, voluntary organizations and others interested in the
development and promotion of .indigenous technologies.

The National Buildings Organization (NBO) was established in 1954 under the
Ministry-of Forks and Housing to study the problems of housing at the national level
and to initiate or promote activities for the betterment of housing conditions.

Thus, whereas NRDC has responsibility for technology transfer in the field of
science and technology as a whole, MBO .ueals with the specific problems of housing
and related matters. Tiie activities of the two organizations are therefore complementary
as far as the housing sector is concerned.

An important aspect of the activities undertaken by lt?O concerns the transfer of
technology and research findings from the research institutes to the building materials
and construction sector with a view to ensuring the reduction of cost in buildine
and housing.

The National Buildings Organization, acting as a liaison institution between research
centres and the construction industry, has used various methods to promote the acceptance
of research findings by the industry. These have included the construction .of. full-scale
experimental buildings utilizing new techniques and materials; erection of demonstration
houses to give first han.-l knowledge of the practical application of new techniques and
materials m construction; setting up of demonstration plants for the production of
building materials to demonstrate the viability of nevdy developed processes and
techniques, train personnel deputed by prospective entrepreneurs interested in setting
up similar plants and conduct test evaluation of raw materials required for production-
organization of .displays and exhibitions.to draw the attention-of engineers, architects
and builders to. technological progress and developments in research. Other methods of
information dissemination adopted by NBO have included the publication and distribution
of technical documents, the organization of film shows, discussions on radio, seminars
symposia and training courses. .

The effectiveness of the activities, of NBO is enhanced by its nine rural housing
wings set up at engineering or architectural colleges in different parts of the country,

In this v/ay the problems of various regions of the country are given the specific attention
that they deserve.

The- existence of the National Research Development Corporation and the National
Buildirgs Organization provides the means to ensure that at the national level, concerted
and co-ordinated efforts are made to promote the development and adoption of scientifically
Sd ^ locally relevant technologies for the housing and building* sector in India
NRDC and NBO therefore work in close collaboration with the research and development'
institutions m the area of technology development and transfer, as well as information
disseminatxon.
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Achievements of research-and development institutions

It is not possible in a document of this nature to give a comprehensive .coverage of

the successes achieved by the Indian research and development institutions in the field

of housing and building. However, a brief description is given below of the major
achievements of the five research institutes that the African experts had the opportunity

to visit'during the study tour and in-plant training. 6/

. Cement Research Institute of India (CXI) . :'

CPJ is a centre for intensive and co-ordinated research on the manufacture and

utilization of cement. The activities o.':' Vie institute are niainly geared towards

the development and promotion of new technologies in cenient production including cement

making 'machinery, promotion of productivity, increased efficiency, improved product

quality, conservation of energy and cost reduction in the cement industry. Among the

projects successfully concluded by the institute, and v.^iich Iwe found application in

industry are: utilization of fly ash from thermal power stations for the manufacture

of Portland pozzolana cement; development of mini-cement plants; utilization of agro-

waste materials such as rice husks for the manufacture of a cernentitious binder;
design of reinforced and prestressed concrete poles for rural electrification;

development of efficient packaging for cement. .

In addition to providing consultancy services. CRI also undertakes manpower

training for the cement industry and offers industrial information services.

Central Building Research Institute (CDRI)

The main objective of the Central Building Research Institute at Roorkee is to

assist the building industry in solving problems of planning, design and construction

in urban and rural areas with a view to achieving speed and economy in building
construction. The institute has successfully accomplished a large number of applied

and development projects. Tor example, in the field of foundations, the institute

has developed short bored pile foundations suitable for black cotton soils which

usually pose severe foundation problems, resulting in cracks in buildings. Successful

investigations have also been carried out on^ the utilization of industrial arid agro-

wastes such as fly ash, slag, coir fibres, rice husks, linie sludge and sawdust for the

production of buildinr materials. Prefabricated roofing and flooring units which lead

to economy in construction have also been developed at the. institute. . Other developments

have included a semi-mechanized process for the manufacture of burnt bricks, improved . .

lime ;kilns and hydrators, methods for water proofing of mud walls, and solar water

heaters'. ■ '

CBRI also provides extension 'and information services. The institute maintains direct

liaison with'industry and other users through seminars, symposia, conferences, demonstra

tion of new techniques, including factory trials of new products and techniques. Several

dwelling units, schools and clinics incorporating new materials, techniques' and

systems developed at CERI have been built in various states in India.

6/ Addresses of the research institutes and other relevant organizations are

provided in Annex V to facilitate requests for further information.
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Structural Engineering Research Centre (SERC)

The Structural Engineering Research Centre operates from two campuses at Roorkee

and Madras with the primary objective of undertaking applied research on all aspects

of structural engineering in consonance with national priorities.

One of the outstanding achievements of SERC has been the development of
unreinforced funicular shells for roofing industrial, institutional and residential
buildings, as well as the construction cf intermediate floors in multi-storey

buildings. Funicular shell roofs of up to 36 metres by 14 metres iiave been designed
and constructed in sone cases. The most extensive application of these roof
structures lias been in building residential colonies through the use of mass-produced
precast funicular shells of a size small enough to be handled manually without the

use of hoisting equipment.

SERC has made a significant contribution in the area of import substitution by-
developing grip bars for concrete reinforcement.' Over US$ 20 million worth, of this

steel product has already been produced and marketed by a local entrepreneur based
on SERC know-how. Other products and techniques developed by SERC include grain

storage bins and water tanks made from ferrocer.ent, prestressed concrete sleepers and
poles^ large nanel prefabrication systems, stabilized soil block machines and the"
use of flyasti for partial replacement of cement. The Centre has also undertaken
consultancy assignments involving the design of large and complex structures of
unusual features for both public and private organizations. EWC organizes short-
term specialized courses in structural engineering for practising engineers from,

time to time.

Forest Research Institute (FRI)

The Forest Research Institute at Debxadun, is charged with the responsibility of
undertaking research on the development, conservation, preservation and utilization

of forest products, especially wood. The institute has colleges for training manpower

in the field.of forestry. In the field of building and construction, the activities
of the institute include timber mechanics and engineering; wood seasoning and
preservation; technologies for processing secondary and inferior species of wood

for constructional purposes; efficient use of waste wood as a building material.

Some of the significant achievements of FRI Iiave already been highlighted ;"in
the section on production of building materials and components. In the field of

preservation, the institute has developed a number of treatment processes, notable
among which is the one utilizing ASCU, developed in 1954 and which has been used in. many
countries around the world. In"1972, FRI developed a solar kiln for controlled
seasoning of timber which is now under commercial application. The institute 'ias
successfully promoted the use of secondary species of timber in structures and this
has helped qreatly in reducing the cost of construction in timber. Much development

work on the"use of bamboo as a reinforcing material iir reinforced concrete has-been

done and.field applications in low cost housing projects are being undertaken.' FRI
also runs course's" for technicians, wood technologists, architects, engineers and
builders on timber design and construction techniques.

Indian Plyv/ood Industries Research Institute (IPIPJ)

The Indian Plywood Industries Research Institute at Bangalore, which is a joint
venture of the Plywood Manufacturers Association, the Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research and the Ministry of Industry, is mandated to carry out research
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and development work for the plywood, particle board and allied industries. The
important areas of activities at the institute include research into the process
of"manufacture of wood, veneer; development of adhesives for -plywood and glued

laminated components; utilization of plywood and allied products in housing;
utilization of plywood as a structural material; imprcvement of quality and'
productivity in plywood factories:, dissemination of information and transfer of ■
technology to the industry.

Notable achievements'by IPIRI have included"the.development of low-cost - .
roofing using wood veneer waste, and also bamboo pressed .boards. A portable house
designed for'use in disaster prone areas has also been developed. The use of
plywood in load bearing structures, such as I-beams and other structural components
has been successfully promoted by the Institute. IFIRI has also developed silos ■■
m.'ide of plywood for the storage of grains; silos of u«to 25 tonnes capacity are

now being increasingly used. )

4. Development'and management of construction services . .

The successful implementation of construction programmes requires the availability
of sound construction services in addition to the provision of cheap end readily
available building materials. Construction costs tend to increase rapidly tnrougb
delays inefficiency and poor management practices that characterize the operations
of inadequately developed construction services.; Unless there is efficient planning
and organization backed by adequate schemes for financing construction companies,

all the advantages gained through the production o^ cheap building materials will

be to no avail.

In India, almost all construction projects are undertaker by indigenous
construction companies both in the public and private sectors. As mentioned earlier
in the-discussion on institutional support provided to the construction industry by

the Government of India, steps have been taken to facilitate the implementation of
public projects through the creation of various organizations. .

The'Central Public Works Department (CPWD) is the Central Government department
responsible for the implementation of all its construction projects. It undertakes
the~planninp, design and engagement of contractors for the execution of projects.
OTTOtherefore lias'great influence in the choice of building materials and construction
technolooy for central government Projects. In many cases, C?;"D provides contractors
with the'major building materials required for projects (for example cement, stael,

. bricks,.etc.). At State level, State public Works Departments provide similar

.. services. ...

The National Buildings Construction Corporation (NECC) is a public sector
enterprise set up in 1960"and entrusted with the responsibility of undertaking public
constructions, the main objective of NECC is to achieve the efficient, economic and
timely execution of constructions. It also undertakes responsibility for the supervision
of projects on behalf of clients; provides consultancy services in manpower planning,
duality'control and technical auditing of construction works; and undertakes turn-key
services involving project planning, design and implementation. NBCC which is no*
one of the biggest construction companies-in India, has also undertaken projects ■•

overseas, particularly in Libya and Iraq.
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The Hindustan Prefab Limited (HPL), a specialized agency in the field of

prefabrication, was established in 1953 as a public sector enterprise. It renders

services covering all phases of planning, design, manufacture, spnply and construction

of prafabricated,structures for industrial, commercial and residential purposes.

HPL also offers turn-key services for,setting up prefabrication plants for the

production of components both in India and abroad. ■

Private construction companies of diverse sizes and-capabilities also play an

important role in the execution of construction projects in India; in fact, they

undertake the major proportion of projects in the country. Organizations like the

Delhi Development.Authority and the State housing boards which construct large

numbers'of housing units annually use mostly the services of qualified private
contractors. -

The organization of courses and workshops by research institutions and promotional

agencies helps to prepare construction companies to adopt new building materials and

construction techniques, in field projects. Technical consultancy services provided

by the research institutions and agencies like the. National Buildings Construction

Corporation also promote the strengthening of the capabilities of indigenous

construction companies. . .

The success of project ijnplementation-in the construction sector depends also on

the availability of adequate financing. In this regard, the.'efforts made by the

Government of India in tlie field of housing is noteworthy. The Housing and Urban

Development Corporation (KUDCO), a financing institution established in 1970 by the

Government of India, among other activities, grants loans to the State Housing Boards

for the construction of housing estates. This helps not only.in providing houses for

various income earners, but also provides opportunities for.some building contractors

to increase their wealth of experience in project execution'. The Tamil Nadu Housing

Beard,- for example, awards design and construction contracts on a preferential basis

with incentives to groups of engineers and architects with a view to encouraging

entrepreneurial skills.. . . ■ ' .

India has built up over-the years the capacity to handle, tlirough local

entrepreneurs, the execution of its construction programmes. This achievement"has

resulted primarily from the priority accorded by the Government to the development •

of the construction sector which has been expressed in the establishment of the

appropriate institutions and tlte implementation of measures to promote the operations

of indigenous' construction- companies.- ■ . . "
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III. INDIAN EXPERIENCES AND THE BUILDING INDUSTRY IN AFRICAN COUNTRIES' ■ ,,.

India has achieved significant successes in containing the problems that have
confronted the building construction industry. This has been the result of■ the

various measures that have been taken by the Government pertaining to the different
phases of the building process, from the production of building.materials through to
the management of building construction' services. , India has also laid great emphasis
on the development of indigenous teoinology through research, and the means for
achieving the speedier application of research results in the field.

This section of the document examines the experiences of India in the building
construction industry In the light of the prevailing socio-economic and cultural
conditions in Africa, and draws attention to aspects of these experiences which could
find application in the African context.

1. Policies and organizational support

The achievement of a high, degree of self-reliance in the building materials and
construction sector in India has been greatly assisted by the existence and effectiveness
of institutions set up by the Government to deal with various aspects of the sector,
including planning, design, project implementation and management, project financing,
research and information dissemination. These institution'"; were set up in the wake
of clearly defined government policies geared to the promotion of an increasing
measure of self-reliance in the various facets of national economic life based on
the application of science and technology.

In many African countries, some institutions have been set up to deal with the
development of the building materials and construction sector but gaps still do exist
in some countries. Research and development activities have not always been . given
the desired emphasis, and seme countries lack building research institutes. .Promotional
institutions like the National Buildings Organization, Mev: Delhi, .do not exist in
many African countries. Many countries also lack adequate mechanisms for financing
housing programmes specially for low-income earners.

Africa consists of countries of different sizes,;factor "endowments and
economic potential/ and this means that the types :of institutions required in the
countries may differ. The experiences of-India', nevertheless, provide examples that
could be examined by individual African countries' in the light of their specific
needs. It is essential however that African Governments give adequate financial
and technical support to public institutions set up to promote the development of the
building materials and construction sector so as to enhance their effectiveness in
the performance of their roles.

2. Building materials and components

The high priority accorded to the local production of building materials fron
available raw material resources has underpinned the success acMeved in reducing
shortages in the supply of building materials for construction projects in India.
In addition to upgrading conventional materials like cement, brick, steel and timber,
and developing techniques for their efficient use in construction, efforts have also
been made to promote the development and use of new types of building ; materials
which could serve, in some cases, as partial or complete substitutes for the
conventional materials. The production of a low-cost binder material fron rice husk
ash and lime is an example of such efforts.
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Improvement of traditional production technologies as a means of increasing

productivity and enhancing improved product quality has. also been promoted. This .

has been pursued, very often, through partial mechanization rather than adopting

wholesale highly capital intensive methods, thereby. leaking ,use of the abundant ■■ :;

labour in the country. For example, in the manufacture., of. lime, India has

provided a face-lift to the industry by developing a mechanical hydrator to

provide high quality.lime but at the sane time maintaining the traditional labour

intensive nature of the industry. V/hen it has been necessary to import technology

for the manufacture of building materials, as in the case of the cellular concrete and

and asphalt roofing sheets plants, the import content has been kept to a minimum.

The building materials industry in India uses coal as the primary source of fuel.

Even though there are abundant supplies of this fuel, bottlenecks in the rail
transport system sometimes create problems of availability. In order to forestall,

the frequent occurrence of such situations, the Government accords-priority to ;
the needs of the industry in the allocation of railway wagons for the transportation

of commodities across the country. .

"The development of the local building .materials industry in India, is thus
based"on the maximum exploitation of the resources that are readily available -

raw materials, coal and other fuels, abundant labour. The technologies that have

been developed for the industry have been determined by the kinds of resources

available and~by local needs.

Africa, like India, enjoys abundant availability of raw materials like limestone,
clay and timber which could be converted into useful building materials, but has not

fully utilized them for a number of reasons. In the main, Africa has suffered from

the tradition of dependency on imported ready made products from developed countries

to the extent of neglecting the development of available^ traditional skills in brick-

making, lime manufacturing, etc. Even when the development.of the local raw materia?.

resources have been planned, the general tendency has been to adopt sophisticated am',

capital intensive technologies Which have not only drained hard earned foreign

exchange but have also required imported skills, the absence of ivhich has sometimes led

to the collapse of production plants.

The philosophy upon which the building materials industry in India has been

developed fits in very well with the philosophy of self-reliance embodied in the

Lagos Plan of Action, which is the blueprint for Africa's economic and social

development during the next tv/enty years. The experiences gained by India can

therefore provide an input into the efforts being made in the countries of Africa
to achieve an increasing measure of self-sufficiency in the building materials

industry. It is important however to give due consideration to the specific

conditions in the different countries of the African region.

Firstly, the labour intensive .technologies that have successfully been
used to produce the bulk of such materials as burnt bricks, clay tiles and lime

would have to be studied further to arrive at suitable labour-capital ratios,

since labour costs in the majority of African countries are higher than those

pertaining in India. Secondly! since coal which is the primary fuel used in the

building materials industry.in India is available only in a few African countries,

redesign of seme of the plants in respect of energy input would have to be considered.
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For example, during the technical vrarkshop which was held after the study tour by

the first group of African experts, 7/ questions were posed on the scope of using
other sources of energy, like oil an3" electric power instead of the low-volatile

coal that is currently being used in India for the production of cenent in mini-

cement plants based on the vertical shaft kiln technology. It was explained that the

development ..of technology for using these sources of energy had not received attention
in. India since coal was abundant and had'been found to be, and remained, the. cheapest

source of energy. Hovever, in some rases, as in lir^e production, the kilns used

in India could, with only minor modifications, be operated using "firewood and oil
as fuel. .

. .The promotional measures that have been adopted for increasing the use of

indigenous building materials in India, including the formulation of appropriate
standards arid the construction of demonstration buildings, should engage the priority

attention of African Governments. It is also important to liave precise information
about locally available raw materials and their xjotential uses as a basis for

planning..programmes for their optimum utilization to meet the needs of the construction

industry for building materials in various locations in a given country. The choice

of plant sizes should depend on the economic circumstances and the technical, needs
of. the country, the need to create employment opportunities and should also give .
due consideration to the concept of decentralization of production.

3.......Promotion of ,researdi and indigenous building technology

Research and development programmes have been given a high priority in the

development policy of India and this has contributed greatly to the successes that
have been achieved in the building materials and construction sector. The Council

of Scientific and Industrial Research plays an important role in the formulation

of research policies and has the Prime Minister as its President. Research and

development programmes therefore enjoy the full support of top Government policy -. . :

makers. The autonomy given to research institutions in their*ooerations and the
level of resources nut at their disposal have helped preatly in enhancing their :
effectiveness.

Basically,. India ha.s a mixed economy in which the private sector plays a

significant role; this.extends to the administration arid funding of research and

development institutions.. Equally-important is the extent to which the industrial
sector.appreciates the need for research-work, recognizes the findings of research

work as of importance to itself, and contributes to the development of research and

the commercial application of such findings. It is well represented on the Boards

of management or the Scientific Advisory Councils of the research institutions and

hence, is closely involved in their activities. National institutions like the

National Research Development Corporation and the National. Buildings Organization

also assist in promoting the field application of- the results of research work.

7/ Report on Workshop on the development of the building materials and

construction industries in .Africa based on Indian experiences, ST/ECA/HUS/3,
October 1981.
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Research and development activities in the field of building materials and
construction have not always, received the priority attention of many African
governments. It is clear, however, from the experience of India that the maximum
exploitation of local raw materials for the production of building materials as. .
a means of promoting'self-reliance in the construction sector cannot be achieved .
without an effective, locally relevant research and development base. The
co-ordination of scientific and teclmological research at the national level as
well as the promotion of the adoption of newly-developed processes and techniques
in the building industry through institutions akin to the Council of Scientific
and Industrial Research, the National 3uildings Organization and the National..
Research Development Corporation should be accorded increased priority attention.

African Governments need to review the current level of manpower and financial
resources made available to existing research institutions with a view to strengthening
them, where necessary. The Governments should also explore the possibilities of
encouraging the industrial sector itself to assist in the financing of research
and development activities and to make use of the research results. In this connection,
the idea of levying a "cess" .on certain building materials as a means of generating
funds to support research should merit a serious evaluation. Some countries may ^

have to determine the desirability of setting up new centres to undertake research
in the field of building materials and construction. This assessment.should give

due consideration to the possibilities that may exist for joining other countries,
in establishing subregional research1 centres to serve the needs of the participating

countries.

In order to remove bottlenecks that hinder the ready application of research
findings, steps should be taken to: evolve suitable policies and incentives; educate
engineers, architects and other technicians on new building techniques and systems
through seminars and courses and also at the universities; organize training programmes

for middle-level technicians and artisans: increase resources available for
dissemination, particularly for the establishment of pilot/demonstration projects.

Research lias contributed significantly to the use of improved building materials
in the rural areas of India and African countries could benefit from some of the Indian
experiences relating to materials production technologies, building construction
techniques and systems, and improvement of the durability of materials used in
construction, especially timber. In this connection it would be helpful for
building and building materials research institutions in African countries to

establish channels'for information exchange with their counterparts in India.
This will assist in determining which processes or techniques can be applied directly
and those that can be adapted with suitable modifications for application in individual

countries in the African region.

4. Development of construction services

The situation regarding the implementation of building and construction projects
in the majority of African countries is that the bulk of the important and high-
valued projects is executed by foreign based construction companies while most of
the indigenous contractors have capacities to undertake only minor and low-valued
projects' The cost of project implementation in terms of foreign currency expenditure
therefore tends to be high, a situation many countries are finding increasingly

difficult to sustain.
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IV,. : FOLLOW-UP. ACTIONS ; : ... . .. -'•.••

At the end pf the workshop organized after the',' study tour of the first team
of African experts,-the' experts made recommendations for the attention of African.
Governments, .the Ecqiomic Commission for Africa and other international organizations
regarding the measures that should"be taken to bring about improvements in the _
building materials and construction sector in the countries of the African region,
£iv3Jig..due attention to the experiences gained by India in this* field. These
recommendations are presented in Annex I. . ■

It was evident from the reports submitted to the Secretariat of ECA'by the
participants in the study tour and in-plant.training programmes that,the activities
undertaken in India had constituted a successful exercise in technical .co-Qperation
amon* .developing countries (TCDC) and that ECA shouid continue to .promote such
TCDC*activities" The experts, however, regretted the inability of ECA :to. sponsor
experts from a greater number of African countries in the training programmes due
to financial constraints. They .therefore called upon Ep, to take the necessary ■

measures to ensure that the experiences gained in India by the experts.were:
disseminated widely in the African countries, through the. organization of -regional/
subregional/national seminars and also through the publication of- technical documents,
ECA was.also requested to organize other.study tours on various aspects of the
building materials and construction sector in African countries, as well as in
countries outside the region, for African experts.

Another practical -follow-up action which ECA was called upon by. the African
experts to undertake is.the establishment of pilot-cum-dempnstration plants, in
collaboration with interested African countries, for the production of selected
building materials (for example, lime, lime^ppzzolana, cement on small scale,

roofing'sheets from■agricultural wastes, etc.) based on simple technologies that
have been.developed in India. Such centres would not only provide opportunities

for demonstrating: the viability-of the new technologies, 'but would alsp.be used
for training technicians from other countries and serve as instruments for
transferring the technologies to African countries. This action is considered
very important because the technologies are nw to most African .countries, even :.

though the raw materials are available locally. .

The development, of new technologies and their effective, application in the
building materials industry is another important area where the intervention of ECA
is considered vital for the industry's cieyelopment in the African region. ..Jn this
connexion, ECA has been requested to promote and support the establishment of
working groups/conrcittees for the development, standardization aid popularization

of new technologies in Africa.

The African Governments themselves have an important role to play in ensuring
that maximum use is made, at the national level, of tiie opportunities for making
greater use of indigenous resources for improving the condition and performance
cf the building materials and construction sector that have been brought into focus
by the training programmes organized by ECA in India. In particular, they should
give priority attention to the following areas:
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(i) The governments should, take steps to speedily establish a "National Buildings

. and Construction Development Cell" (or strengthen an existing mechanism) to'
assist in the detailed and co-ordinated planning of the building materials

and construction sector in respect of innovative policies and programmes and

,-. . institutional services, taking into account the relevance of India's experiences
and availing of India's assistance, if necessary;

(ii) Based on a determination of the aspects of the Indian experiences that could
possibly be applied in the countries, the Governments should take steps to
obtain further detailed information as may be necessary, either directly
from the relevant Indian organizations or through the secretariat of

the Economic Commission for Africa. It might also be necessary to sponsor ■
selected national experts for further training and consultations in india
with regard to specific technologies or practices which could be considered

for adoption or modification to suit local conditions;

(iii) The Governments should speedily undertake detailed investigation, evaluation
and documentation of locally available raw materials, where this has not been

done already, and promote schemes for developing or processing the raw
:; materials for the production of building materials including the upgrading

and optimum utilization of inferior grade materials, secondary species

of wood and their wastes, agricultural and industrial wastes., etc.;

(iv) The Governments should draw up a long-term development programme, with the
assistance of ECA or donor agencies if necessary, for the establishment of

production facilities for specific building materials based on concepts of small

and medium-scale production technologies, low investment, maximum use of local

materials and local entrepreneurship, as well as the relevant Indian experiences

in the field of mini-cement plants, the production of lime, clay-pozzolana,

clay-bricks and.roofing materials, the processing and use of secondary

. species of wood and utilization of non-conventional sources of energy, (solar

energy, biogas, wind energy, etc.) ; : .;..' ••■

(v.) .The Governments should seek avenue's for establishing operational linkages with
other developing countries and international organizations with a view to

developing bilateral and multilateral technical co-operation in the field

of building materials and construction industries. In this connexion, the
possibility of establishing firm:.co-operation arrangements with India
should be investigated and the appropriate actions taken.
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V. CO-GPERATICN FFHVEEN -AFRICAN COUNTRIES AND INDIA ■

The findings of the training programmes organized in India by ECA fo: African ' ':
experts point to similarities in the problems tfetrface India and African countries ''■
with regard to the development of the building industry to ensure a high degree of

self-sufficiency. India has made significant progress in this direction and African
countries can derive some lessons from the experiences of that country.

In his opening speed! to the workshop on the development of the building materials
and construction industries in Africa held in New Delhi in June 1901, the Secretary of
the Ministry of T7orks and Housing of the Government of India expressed the hope that
the initiative taken by ECA to organize the workshop would pave the way for future

collaboration between India and African countries in tackling the problem of housing
and building expeditiouslyi 8/ He also assured the experts of the willingness of "
the Government of India to provide technical assistance in specific fields as might
be identified by the African experts' during the workshop. The representatives of the
All India Brick and Tile Manufacturers Federation and the Lime Manufacturers Association"

of India also declared the willingness of their unions to assist African countries in
setting up building materials plants based on technologies developed in India, there are
therefore great opportunities for promoting further co-operation between India and
African countries in the field of building materials and*construction. The modalities
for ensuring this co-operation should be defined and implemented.

1. Identification of areas of co-operation

Highly trained technical manpower is an essential ingredient for the development

of scientific and technological capability and in view of the long gestation period
required, it is important to consider the training of technicians', scientists and
engineers as one of the areas of co-operation.

Another important area for co-operation vdll be in the scientific, technological

and industrial fields. In the industrial field for example, there could be co-operation

in setting up."'of building materials industries such as cemen-:, lime, lime-pozzolana,
brick and tile, using technologies appropriate to the African situation. Other areas
of co-operation could be defined to meet" the specific needs of individual countries.

2. ' Mechanism of co-operation : ■

Eroadly, co-operation in the development of manpower may take two forms. African

Governments may arrange to recruit skilled manpower from India to train African scientists,
engineers and technicians in the countries. They could also arrange with the Government

of India to send African scientists, engineers and technicians to India for varying
periods of training and refresher courses. Both types of co-operation for manpower
development will be needed.

8/ Report on Workshop on the development of the building materials and construction

industries in Africa based on Indian experiences, ST/ECA/HUS/3, October 1981.
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In the field of science, technology and industry, similar methods can be adopted.

Above all, there should be an arrangement for regular exchange of scientific anO technical

literature. The research and development institutions have an important role to play

in tUJs regard. . In addition, Indian technologists and industrialists may be required,,

on consultancy basis, to establish building materials plants using ..proven Indian

technology. Any institutions and organizations whose support the nev: industries will

renuire may have to be set up through managerial consultancy fron India. Industrialists

from India may be encouraged to be joint partners to seme of the industries that vdll

be set up, .

'?., The role of IiCA and other United. Wations Organizations

The United Nations Econonic Commission for Africa and other United Nations,

organizations such as UNCI'S (Habitat), UNIDO, UNDF and U4EP Iwe an important role,

to 7>lay in the promotion of co-operation between African countries and India in the

building materials and construction sector. The specific areas in which these

organizations can provide assistance include the following: ..

(i) The establishment of operational" linkages with various organizations in India

with a view to assisting African countries in developing bilateral and'raulti-,-.

lateral technical co-operation in the field of ruilding materials and . ,■-;■■

construction; - ■ . •- - .

(ii) The establishment of a regional information system with sub-regional and. national

linkages, in order to give African countries access to technical information

.-■ . available in other African countries and in countries outside the African'

region, including India; .

(iii) Assistance in mobilizing funds to sponsor African scientists and technical

personnel for training courses, including study tours in India;

(iv) , .Organization, of meetings, seminars and workshops on aspects of the building

materials, and construction industries.;at the regional,, subregional or national

level .during .which Indian experiences.could be highlighted, and in which experts ..

from India could be invited to participate; and

(v) Promotion of the establishment of joint regional or subregional research centres

for the development of the building materials and construction-industries

in Africa, in collaboration with the relevant institutions in India, as may

he necessary.
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q^S OF VTPJCSTCP ON DEVELOPMENT OF TITE

''' '"' ' r-UIii)ING MATERIALS AJ'5) CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES IN
. "■ ;" ■ ' AFRICA BASED ON INDIAN EXPERIENCES 1/ , ■

In the field of policy, planning and promotion

(i) Each African' Government should speedily establish (or- strengthen existing

mechanism) a "National Building Development-Cell" to'assist governments-in the detailed

planning of tliis sector in respect of innovative policies and programmes and institutional

services including development of skills with the assistance of ECA wherever required, .

:: taking into account the relevance of India's experiences and availing of India's

assistance, if necessary. .

In the field of production of building materials , ' .

(ii) African Governments should individually or through--their economic coranunities,

speedily undertake a detailed investigation, evaluation and documentation of. locally

available raw materials • and promote, schemes for developing/processing the. raw materials

for production of building materials, including the upgradatipn and optimum utilization

of inferior grade materials antV secondary species of v;ood and their wastes'.

(iii) African Governments should draw up a lon£-tem.development programme, v.dth

the assistance of ECA. if necessary, for the establishment of-■'■production facilities for

specific building materials based on concepts of snail and medium scale production

technologies, low' investment,■ maximum use of local materials and i^astes and local
entrepreneurshin, as Well as relevant Indian experiences in .the field of rani-cement

plants, th!-. production of line, clay pozzolana, clay bricks,- utilization of non-

conventional sources of energy (solar energy, biotas, wind energy, etc.)--

(iv) In order to popularize tlie production possibilities referred to above, ECA

should assist African Governments and their concerned econcnic coiramnities in setting

up pilot plants/deiiionstration projects in appropriate locations, as a matter of priority.

(v) Based "on the above efforts and experience, African Governments Fiust organize/

undertalte required pfe-feasibility/feasibility studies to lead to the establishment of

a network of economically viable planes for production of building materials. ECA's

assistance in this regard will l:e necessary.

In the field of lovz-cost housing

(vi) Mrican countries should, wake concerted efforts to .iclzieve low-cost housing,

both in urban and rural 'areas, by improving' the design and construction practices,

efficient architectural planning, economical use.of naterials, new and improved

construction techniques, better management of construction-.projects,. etc. EC/, should

be instrumental in mronoting developments in these fields.. . .

1/ Report on workshop on the develornent of the building materials and construction

industries in Africa based on Indian experiences, ST/ECA/.MIS/^., October 1981.
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(vii) To achieve significant results in the above fields, African Governments should

earmark specific funds for the implementation of low-cost housing projects.

(viii) To promote lov;-cost housing, experimental and demonstration housing projects

should be undertaken in urban and rural areas, usinf: innovative huilding techniques, new

construction materials, new design concepts, etc. Proper feedback of experiences of

such prpjects should-be organized by ECA for effective transfer.of teciaiology in the " -

field of low-cost housing in the African countries. : .-

In the field of research and material standardizationj

(ix) African Governnents should i.Tidertake a positive programme of promoting building

and building materials research v/ith enphasis on the development of appropriate tedmologies;

for this purpose African Governments should strengthen existing material laboratories or

set up new research, centres according to their needs with emphasis on regional and - ■'

subregional co-operation as well as co-operation v.dth countries outside the African

region. ' ■

(x) ECA should promote the establishment of regional/subregional research centres

for the development of the building materials and construction industry in Africa and

in this context, should assist selected existing national research, centres to become

focal points for urgent and specific research programmes. > ■ ,

(xi) The research programmes and the programmes for production of building .materials

should be effectively linked with national housing and construction programmes as well

as with neasures for the standardization of the building materials and their quality

control.

(xii)' To facilitate the: development of new ted:nolo^ies and their effective. . ■ :r *

application, ECA should promote and support the establishment of working groups/

committees for the delvelopnent, standardization and popularization of new tecioiologies

in Africa. . ■ - ^il^;, ... ■ ■ . ■ . •

In the field of information on building materials and building-techniques

Cxiii) ECA. should establish a central information system (Data bank) with subre^ional

and national linkages in o der to give .African countries access to technical information

on the building and building materials industry in the African region and in countries

outside the African region. .

(xiv) ECA should assist African countries in respect of technical-.know-how by

organizing seminars, workshops and study tours for African experts on various aspects

of the sector. The study tours should be organized in African countries themselves '"

besides countries outside the African region. In this connection, ECA is urged to

organize a regional seminar as a follow-up to the current study tour and workshop

in India. . . .
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In the field of skills developnent

Cxv) African Governments should organize specific programmes for manpower training

v.dth emphasis on skills upgrading and on-the-job training for artisanss craftsmen and

technicians.

In the field of International Co-operation

(xvi) ECA should establish operational linkages v.dth various organizations within

and outside the African region with a view to assisting African countries in developing

bilateral and multilateral technical co-operation in the field of tuilding materials

and construction industries.
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INVESTMENT AND LABOUR REQUIftfMttTS FOR
HUCK PLANTS IN INDIA 1/

'Optimum size

of plant -

annual

capacity

(million)

Total

investment

for production

of 1 million

bricks

(1,000 US$)

Total number

of persons

ernployed per

10 million

bricks

Remarks

1. Handmade bricks

by bulls trench

kiln

2, Bricks by soft

mud machine

(MEO)

"». Bricks by semi-

mechanized

process (C3RI)

4. Bricks by

mechanized

process

40

10-12

150

250

250

Buildings up to three

300 storeys; plastering

required

Buildings up to five
200 storeys; no external

plastering required

Buildings up to five

200 storeys: no external

plastering required

Buildings up to five

75 storeys: no external

plastering required

17 Source: Production and utilization of bricks, roofing tiles and other masonry
blocks by A.V.R. Rao. Paper presented at workshop on the development of building
materials and construction industries in Africa, New .Delhi, June 1081.
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CAPITAL INVESTMENT FOR MINI-CfftENT PLANTS -*

SO TPD 100 TPD 150 TPD ■ 200 TPD
Capacity — —

' VSK RK VSK RK VSK RK VSK RK

Fixed capital ,r, ,„
(US$ 10,000) 151.1o - 216.65 - 294.12 512.94 387.06 658.£2

Working capital n nn ,„ .,
(US$ 10,000) 9-77 " 18-24 - 23.53 48.23 29.41 . 47.06

Total capital ,,. .rt

(US$ 10,COO) 160-90 " 2-"4-89 - W.65 561.17 , 416.47 705.88

Investment per

annual tonne of ' c ^ ^

installed 97'5 " 71-2 " 64.2 113.4 63.1 107.0
capacity (US$)

Note: The cost figures !>;ere converted from Indian rupees to US dollars usinq
the exchange rate of US$ 1 = Rupees 8.50. ■ °

VSK: Vertical Shaft Kiln

RK: Rotary Kiln.

1/ Source: S.K. Chopra - "Cement production in small scale". Paper presented
at workshop on the development of building materials and construction industries in
Africa. New Delhi, June 1981.
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Capacity, tonnes per day

Capacity, tonnes per annum

Total investment

(US dollars)

Investment per

annual tonne

(US dollars)

Fuel used

A

5

1,500

31,250

to

43,750

20.8

to

29.2

coal

B

10

3,000

62,500

to

100,000

20.8

to

33.3

coal

C

20

6,000

250,000

41.7

coal

D

50

15,000

500,000

38.3

coal

T] Data from "Production and utilization of lime and pozzolana in India" .by

A.V.R. Rao, New Delhi, June 1981, The 20 and 50 tonne per day plants have mechanical

hydrators. The costs .include working capital.



SOME INDIAN ORGANIZATIONS DEALING V-TTTH ASPECTS

OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF TI-iE BUILDING INDUSTRY

1. Central Building Research Institute (CERI)

Roorkee (U.P.)

2. Cement Research Institute of India (CRI)

M10 South Extension II Ring Road

New Delhi 110049

3. Forest Research Institute (FRI)

P.O.New Forest, Dehradun 248 006

4. Indian Plywood Industries Research Institute (IPIPJ)

Tumlair Road, Bangalore - 560 022

5. Structural Engineering Research Centre (SERC)

Roorkee (U.P.) - 247 672

6. Structural Engineering Research Centre (SERC)

CSIR Campus, Madras 600 020

7. National Research Development Corporation (NRDC)

20-22 Zamroodpur Community Centre

Xa.ilash Colony Extension

New Delia - 110048

8. National Buildings Organization (I!GO)

"G" Wing, Mirman Bhav.an

New Delhi - 110011

9. Housing and Urban Development Corporation (IIUDCO)

12A Jam Na^ar House

New Delhi - 11

10. Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVTC)

Bombay

11. All India Brick and Tile Manufacturers Federation

l-E/21, Jhandewalan Extension

New Delhi - 110055

12. Lime Manufacturers Association of India

10 Alipur Road, New Delhi 110054




